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ABSTRACT: In a world grappling with climate change, resource depletion and increasing poverty due to economic imbalances, the old model of resource extraction is not sustainable. Furthermore, building sustainable and lasting relationships between the oil producing firms and communities could be considered as more sustainable option to energy initiatives. Hence, the objective of this paper is to explore post-extraction welfare of host communities of oil producing companies in-line with the challenges of resource depletion, climate change, imperativeness of renewable energy, environmental concerns as well as social and economic benefits of adopting renewable energy using primary and secondary sources of data. The study proposes solutions to these challenges as well as highlighting the role of different stakeholders in this process.
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Extraction activities of oil companies significantly affect host communities. These effects could be adverse as natural habitats are tampered with and the environmental degradation occurs. Such environmental degradation could lead to the poisoning of the atmosphere that is harmful for human existence. Extraction activities are however not only detrimental for host communities. It could also lead to improvement in the economic welfare of the host community as industrial activities could lead to increase in the worth of real estate in the community, growth and development of other businesses due to increase in derived demand with the community as well as infrastructural development that could come as a result of corporate social responsibility (CSR) activities that are implemented by the oil producing companies. Furthermore, local and foreign direct investment activities are also positive inflows that can come into oil producing communities as a result of extraction activities. However sometimes, after extraction activities take place, there could be a general deterioration of welfare of the community due to possible economic decline. Resource dependent economies are usually highly susceptible to deep declines when the resource mainstay is depleted, making for the decline of economic fortunes. If there are no infrastructural investments on ground to yield economic prosperity, then the host community could experience steep decline in economic welfare that could lead to despondency and even crime. It is on the backdrop of this challenge that this essay with written with the aim of exploring the concerns about post— extraction welfare of host communities of oil producing companies. The article is divided into different sections which examine the environmental concerns of oil extraction activities, the social and economic benefits of that that could accrue from extraction activities, the movement towards...
sustainable energy, international cooperation initiatives and community engagement activities and initiatives that could help in promoting sustainability post extraction as well as the role of technology in creating sustainability of oil producing communities post-extraction. The article also highlights that challenges that militate against sustainability post-extraction and proffers some recommendations.

Environmental Concerns: Extraction activities of oil producing companies have raised significant environmental concerns and impacts over time. These concerns primarily revolve around exploration, extraction and transportation processes. These activities have exerted specific impacts on some facets of community life which include, but are not limited to habitat destruction, water pollution, air pollution, deforestation, indigenous and local community impacts as well as spillage responses and cleanup. Habitat destruction occurs because oil exploration and drilling can lead to the destruction of the natural habitats. This is especially particular in sensitive areas such as wetlands, forests and coastal areas. This disruption can lead to the displacement of wildlife and damage to bio-diversity. Some examples of this are the extraction of oil from the Ogoni area of Rivers State of Nigeria which led to the poisoning of waters and aquatic life and destruction of the farming activities of locals. Also, the extraction of oil from the Alberta oil sands in Canada has been linked to extensive habitat destruction (Schindler et al., 2010). Water pollution is another significant concern about drilling activities. Oil mining activities can contaminate water bodies through accidental spills, leaks, or runoff from drilling operations. These pollutants can harm aquatic ecosystems and pose risk to human health. The 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico is an example of a major environmental disaster caused by oil drilling activities (National Commission on the BP Water Horizon Oil Spill, 2011). Water pollution also adversely affects the drinking water that is available to the local population for consumption as the poisonous elements that contaminate water due to oil drilling activities potential harm drinking water, thus poisoning members of the local community. Air pollution is also a significant adverse effect of oil extraction activities. The extraction and transportation of oil can release harmful air pollutants, including volatile organic compounds and greenhouse gases like methane. These pollutants contribute to the formation of smog and climate change. According to Alvarez, Zavala-Araiza, Lyon and Allen (2018), the oil and gas industry is a significant source of methane emissions and the resultant air pollution. The author further mentioned that this air pollution has significantly exerted a negative impact on the immediate and surrounding communities, which has affected every facet of human life.

Deforestation is also another adverse effect of oil extraction activities. In some cases, oil mining operations require the clearing of large areas of forests for infrastructure development and access roads. This usually leads to deforestation and its associated ecological impacts which include, but are not limited to the reduction in carbon sequestration capacity, reduction in air quality and vulnerability to soil erosion (Gageau, Sloan and Molidena, 2016). Also, there are indigenous and local community impacts of from oil extraction activities. Mining activities often occur in or near indigenous lands and local communities. These activities can have a significant detrimental effect on the livelihoods, cultures and health of these communities. The social and environmental impacts of oil drilling or indigenous communities have been extensively documented and statistics have shown that these activities have been adverse and adversely affected the agricultural sector of these communities, decimated aquatic life and also quality of air in the communities (Amnesty International, 2009). Furthermore, spill response and cleanup activities also highlight the challenges and environmental damage associated with the oil industry’s response and clean-up efforts. Spillages significantly hamper the natural environment balance and also practically destroy agrarian life. Cleanup activities are highly necessary in helping communities to recover and make the environment habitable (National research Council, 2003).

Social and Economic Benefits: Despite significantly adverse effects of oil extraction activities, there are also benefits, both social and economic that can result from oil production. Firstly, it brings about a stable domestic supply of petroleum products due to the fact that dependence on imports is reduced, mitigating the risks associated with energy supply disruptions. Furthermore, it leads to increased foreign exchange earnings as oil exports can generate foreign exchange earnings that can be used in paying for imports, servicing debts and stabilizing the exchange rate (IEA Energy Access Outlook, 2017). In addition crude oil extraction and exports also leads to tremendous improvements in technological innovations for drilling and production techniques. These advancements usually have broader applications beyond the oil industry and benefit other sectors of the economy. Furthermore, this technological advancement helps in the research for discovering newer and more sustainable sources of energy. Countries with significant oil reserves often wield significant geo-political influence due to their role in
the global energy market. This enables them to negotiate favourable trade agreements and strengthen diplomatic relations, as well as influence significant international political matters that could be beneficial for the country and their sub-region at large. In addition, oil extraction requires the development of infrastructure such as roads, ports, pipelines, and transportation infrastructure such as rail lines. These infrastructure projects can significantly improve connectivity and facilitate regional growth and development (World Bank, 2017). Infrastructure development also increases employment opportunities for the citizens of the country as well as helps in attracting foreign direct investment and mobilization of domestic investment. Investment opportunities are attracted by oil extraction activities in the form of capital, technology and expertise. This foreign direct investment can stimulate economic growth and diversify the local economy (UNCTAD World Investment Report, 2020). In addition, these investments can help in the growth of other sectors in the economy, thus reducing over-dependence on a singly resource. Also, oil and its by-products are essential for meeting energy needs in many parts of the world. Thus oil extraction helps to ensure access to affordable energy, which is crucial for industrialization and modernization (IEA World Energy Outlook, 2019). Balancing the benefits of oil extraction with the environmental and social challenges that it brings about is a critical consideration for governments and other stakeholders involved in oil extraction. There is usually a constant weighing of the opportunity costs associated with this situation, thus the need to instill measures to mitigate the environmental and social losses that can result in the process of oil extraction. Dealing with this challenge leads to increased utilization of sustainable energy.

Moving to Sustainable Energy: Due to the social and environmental costs of oil extraction, there has recently been an increased awareness and movement towards sustainable energy. This movement is a crucial step in addressing the social and environmental costs association with oil extraction. One reason for this is the environmental impact of the activity. Oil extraction and combustion are a significant contributor to air and water pollution, deforestation, habitat destruction and climate change. Moving towards sustainable energy sources such as solar, wind and hydro-power is a major means of reducing these negative environmental impacts. In addition, climate change mitigation is another major reason for this step. The burning of fossil fuels like oil releases greenhouse gasses such as carbon dioxide (CO₂) into the atmosphere. These gasses trap heat and contribute to global warming. Sustainable energy sources produce little to no greenhouse gasses, thus helping to mitigate climate change and reduce the severity of its impact. Resource depletion is another important reason for this step. Oil is a finite resource and its extraction usually involves drilling in sensitive ecosystems, including offshore areas. As oil reserves diminish, extraction becomes increasingly challenging and risky, leading to a higher likelihood of spills and accidents. Sustainable energy sources on the other hand are renewable and do not deplete nature resources. This is a significant point of advantage that underscores the importance of moving towards renewable energy. In addition, health challenges that could occur as a result of the processes of oil extraction is a major point of concern. The extraction, transportation and refining of oil can have serious health consequences for nearby communities. Air and water pollution from oil operations can lead to respiratory illnesses, cancer and other health issues. A transition to cleaner energy sources can improve public health as these adverse health effects of oil extraction and reduced as a result of reduction it is frequency.

Energy security is another challenge that necessitates the movement towards renewable and sustainable energy. The reliance on oil for energy can leave countries vulnerable to supply disruptions and price fluctuations, often driven by geo-political conflicts. Sustainable energy sources can enhance energy security by diversifying the energy mix and reducing dependence on fossil fuels. In addition the increasing renewable energy brings about significant economic benefits. Investing in sustainable energy technologies can stimulate economic growth by creating jobs from the processes of manufacturing, installation and maintenance. It also leads to higher productivity as down-time from power cuts are reduced due to the high availability of renewable energy sources. This increased productivity leaders to higher output, thus leading to positive economic effects. In addition, it can reduce long-term energy costs as renewable resources are often abundant and free. There is also significant community empowerment as a result of movement to sustainable energy. Projects such as community solar and wind installations can empower local communities by providing them with energy independence and economic opportunities. Furthermore, these communities can experiences improvement in their economic fortunes as members can set up businesses ventures and be profitable due to reduced energy costs.

Facilitating the transition towards renewable energy requires a collaborative approach from different stakeholders. These stakeholders include, but not
limited to, governments, businesses, and individuals. One of such steps that can be taken is policy support. Governments can promulgate and implement policies that encourage the development and use of sustainable energy source. Such policies could include tax incentives, renewable portfolio standards and carbon pricing. Increased investment in renewable energy sources is another step that can effectively facilitate the transition to sustainable energy. Businesses and investors can allocate resources to research, development and deployment of sustainable energy technologies. In addition, raising public awareness about the benefits of sustainable energy and the environmental social costs of oil extraction can promote informed consumer choices and support for clean energy sources. In addition to this, there is also a significant improvement in energy efficiency in buildings, transportation and industrial processes. This can reduce the overall energy demand and the need for fossil fuels. Also, continued research into new and emerging sustainable energy technologies can lead to breakthroughs that can make clean energy more accessible and affordable. This research and development also improves the economic and intellectual fortunes of communities as these attract financial and technological investment.

*International Cooperation:* International cooperation is crucial in the transition to renewable energy. This is vital because the move is vital for reducing greenhouse gas emissions and ensuring sustainable energy future. Several aspects of international cooperation are essential in this context. Firstly, knowledge sharing and research collaboration are important. Countries can collaborate on research and development to advance renewable energy technologies. Sharing best practices, scientific knowledge and technical expertise can accelerate progress in renewable energy. Also financial support is another essential aspect in this context as developed countries can provide financial support to developing nations in order to help them transition to renewable energy sources. Initiatives such as the Green Climate Fund aim to provide financial assistance for clean energy projects in developing countries. Policy coordination is also important as countries can coordinate their policies and regulations to create a conducive environment for renewable energy deployment. Actions that can be taken to achieve this include setting targets, offering incentives and streamlining permitting processes. Technology transfer is also an essential aspect in the context of international cooperation in the movement towards sustainable energy. Facilitating the transfer of renewable energy technologies from developed to developing countries can help bridge the technology gap and promote the adoption of cleaner energy sources. In addition, grid integration is vital as cross-border electricity grids and interconnections can significantly enable the efficient sharing of renewable energy sources. This helps in stabilizing energy supplies and enhancing grid reliability. Also, international agreements like the Paris Agreement play a significant role in encouraging countries to reduce their carbon emissions and increase their reliance on renewable energy. These agreements set global goals and provide a workable framework for cooperation. Capacity building is also an important aspect as developing countries often lack the expertise and human resources needed for renewable energy projects. International cooperation can involve capacity-building efforts to train local workers and develop expertise. International organizations like the United Nations, World Bank and International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) can facilitate cooperation by providing resources, expertise and a platform for dialogue among nations. In addition, encouraging international trade in renewable energy equipment and promoting foreign investment in renewable energy projects can stimulate growth in the renewable energy sector. This can have positive significant effects on the overall macro-economy of the country and a diversification of revenue base. Climate diplomacy is another important aspect in the process of international cooperation and the move to sustainable energy as it helps in fostering cooperation among nations. Climate conferences, such as the Conference of the Parties (COP) provide opportunities for countries to negotiate and commit to renewable energy goals. These collaborative efforts also help in fostering disaster resilience as it enhances the resilience of renewable energy infrastructure to climate-related disasters, ensuring that renewable energy remains a viable option in the face of extreme weather events. The collaborative efforts are not only about addressing environmental concerns but also about promoting sustainable development, energy security and economic growth, while requiring collective efforts from nations, industries and organizations in order to transition to a cleaner and more sustainable energy future. This also indirectly promoted increased productivity and better economic prosperity as the environmental and social costs of fossil fuels are forfeited. In addition, it is also vital for optimal community engagement to promote a beneficial relationship between energy companies and host communities.

*Community Engagement:* Community engagement is an important component for building lasting relationships and connections through sustainable energy initiatives. Effective engagement fosters collaboration, raises awareness and ensures the
success and longevity of such initiatives. Some strategies that can be used in community engagement include stakeholder involvement, public awareness campaigns, community workshops and education, collaborative decision making, feedback mechanisms, partnerships with local with local organizations and long-term engagement. Stakeholder engagement is essential because it shows the commitment of the different parties to each other and ensures diverse perspectives are considered. Stakeholder engagement increases project legitimacy and credibility, thus is instrumental for building lasting relationships (Reed, 2009). Public awareness campaigns are also beneficial because informs the community about the benefits of sustainable energy initiatives and their long-term impacts. These campaigns use various media channels such as social media, local newspapers and community meetings (Leal-Filho, 2018). In addition, community workshops and education are beneficial due to the fact that they help in building community capacity and understanding of sustainable energy technologies and practices (Barr, 2010). Furthermore, it creates an avenue for members of the community to express concerns and grievances to the oil companies in an interactive manner and sustainable solutions reached. Collaborative decision-making is a vital tool in community engagement. This is due to the fact that involving the community in decision-making processes of sustainable energy projects fosters a sense of ownership and trust among community members. Furthermore, it makes for better consideration of endogenous and exogenous factors affecting the community and to be properly considered in sustainable energy projects. Feedback mechanisms are also vital due to the fact that measures such as community meetings and surveys allow residents to express their concerns and provide input throughout a project’s lifespan. It also exposes areas where improvement is needed as well as collective efforts in coming up with solutions (Reed, 2010). These feedback mechanisms also help in fostering partnerships with local organizations. This collaboration with local environmental and community organizations can significantly enhance the reach and effectiveness of sustainable energy initiatives (Bryson, 2006). Such collaborative efforts also fosters “common good” in the community by fostering growth in other economic sectors of the community, diversifying revenue base and preparing the community for economic life after oil exploration. In addition, long-term engagement is vital as sustainable energy projects require continuous and ongoing engagement. It is important to maintain open lines of communication and also to be responsive to community concerns. These are essential in building lasting connections and sustainable relationships between the community and the oil companies (Brunner, 2002). Community engagement is pivotal for the success of sustainable energy initiatives. By involving stakeholders, raising awareness, educating the community and fostering collaborative decision-making, lasting connections can be built in order to ensure the sustainability of energy projects for years to come. In addition, there should be transparency in communication as this will engender trust and create a conducive environment for negotiations.

**Innovation and Technology:** Innovation and technology play a significantly crucial role in building lasting connections through sustainable energy initiatives. These initiatives are vital for addressing issues relating to climate change, promotion of economic development and ensuring the access to clean and affordable energy for everyone. Innovation and technology are important for renewable energy sources. Innovations in renewable energy technologies such as solar photovoltaics and wind turbines have made it feasible for clean and abundant energy to be harnessed efficiently, optimally and sufficiently. These technologies reduce greenhouse gas emissions and provide sustainable energy supply (Jacobson et al., 2015). In addition, technology-driven smart grids enable the efficient management of electricity distribution, reduction of energy losses and enabling the integration of renewable energy sources. These grids improve reliability and resilience as well as making for more sustainable societies (Farhangi, 2010). Innovation and technology also help in the creation of energy storage strategies. Advanced energy storage solutions such as lithium-ion batteries allow for the storage of excess renewable energy to be used during periods of high demand. This technology also enhances the reliability of renewable energy sources (Chen et al., 2015). Decentralized energy systems are also an advantage as facilities such as micro-grids enable communities to generate and manage their energy locally, thus enhancing energy access and resilience. This decentralization also helps in faster monitoring and evaluation activities as they can be done locally. Also, problems can be quickly investigated and solved due to the localization of the energy system, thus not requiring going through much bureaucratic processes ((Li et al., 2020). In addition, digitalization and data analytics is another advantage offered by technology and innovation as it enables the real-time monitoring and optimization of energy systems. This leads to improved energy efficiency, reduction of costs and better decision-making (Hirth, 2018). International collaboration is also another beneficial factor as innovation and technology makes for the transfer between nations, which is critical for the global expansion of sustainable energy initiatives.
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International partnerships significantly facilitate knowledge exchange and accelerate the adoption of clean energy solutions (IEA, 2020).

**Conclusions:** Oil extraction comes with significant social and environmental costs for the host communities. Measures such as regular cleanups and continuous engagement with communities are necessary in order to ameliorate the adverse effects of these problems. It is also encouraged that oil companies invest in capacity-building infrastructure in local communities so as to reduce dependence of community members on revenue from oil sales. It is also vital to have a workable strategy for creating community sustainability beyond oil extraction.
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